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We give a constructive characterization of codes which are self-dual, nilpotent and principal 
in a certain finite abelian group algebra over finite field. Algebra automorphisms of such codes 
are given by a set of polynomial substitutions. 
Introduction 
Self-dual codes are extensively studied by several authors: S. Berman, G.T.M. 
Beenker, P. Camion, P. Charpin, F.J. MacWilliams, V. Pless, A. Poli, M. 
Ventou, J. Wolfmann. . . There are few results about the algebra automorphisms of 
these codes. 
Our paper deals with codes which are principal, nilpotent and self-dual in the 
group algebra A with polynomial representation 
A = Fq,[X,, . . . , X,,]/(Xf’l-l,...,X:‘--1) (q=2’, li odd, lsisn). 
It is divided in three parts: In the first one, we sum up some basic results about 
algebra A. In the second one, we give a characterization of principal, nilpotent 
self-dual codes in A. It is shown that all these codes are isomorphic. In the last 
part, we will construct polynomials R,(X,, . . . , X,,) in A, such that the set of 
substitutions X, + R, (1 c k < n), is an algebra automorphism of these codes. 
All along, we will emphasize on constructive methods rather than theoretical 
algebraic aspect (see [6] for a general study of polynomial algebras). Examples 
will illustrate the main results. 
1. 
Let fl Pi,i(Xi) be the decomposition of Xi,- 1 into irreducible factors, over [F,, 
and Hi be the set of roots of Xff- 1 in a decomposition field. 
Define the equivalence relation R on the set H, x . . x IT,,: 
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for some integer s. Denote by C(pi, . . . , p,) the equivalence class of 
(k,. . ., CL,). 
Lemma 1. (1) Algebra A is equal to a direct sum of N algebras Ak which mutually 
annihilate: A = A,@. . *@A, = Ael@. . .@Ae,. 
Each algebra Ak can be generated by an idempotent ek. There exists a one to one 
mapping between the set of idempotents ek, and the set of classes C(ul, . . . , p,). 
(2) F,-algebra Ak is ring isomorphic (see Lemma 2) to the IF,.-algebra Bk 
defined by B, = FJZ,, . . . , Z,,]/(Z:, . . . , Z’,>, where F4,=[Fq(p1,. . . , p,), which 
depends on Bk. 
Explicitation of the decomposition (1) can be found in [6]. Construction of the 
idempotents is given in [8]. The proof of (2) is also given in [8]. 
It can be shown [6] that we have 
[F,, = F,[X,, . . . ) xJ(~,W,>, w,w,, m, f . . > W”(X,, . . . f %I)), 
where Wi(pl,. . , ui-1, Xi) is the minimum polynomial of pi over 
F4(/.k,. . . > pi-1) (2s i G n). 
Lemma 2. There exists a ring isomorphism (Pa : Aek defined by ui + X”e, for i 
such that degree of Wi in Xi greater than one, Zi~Pjek where Pi is the minimum 
polynomial of CLj over IF, (1s jsn). 
The proof of this lemma is in [8]. 
Lemma 3. (a) Each algebra B, is a local algebra, with maximal ideal Nk equal to 
(Z,, . . . > Z,,). Each Bk contains an unique minimal ideal which is equal to 
z, . . . z,. 
(b) Every element in Nk is a nilpotent element whose square is zero. 
The proof of this lemma is given in [6]. 
Note that the nilpotent index of Nk is equal to n + 1. The maximal ideal of the 
local algebra Ak will be denoted by Mk. 
Example 1. Let A = FJX,, X,, X&(X:- 1, Xz- 1, X2- 1). 
x;- 1= (X,-1)(X2,+X,+ l), 
x;- 1 =(X3- 1)(x,2+x3+ l), Fq=F*(Ly). 
There are five equivalence classes: 
C(1, 1, I), C(1, 1, a), C(1, o, l), C(1, o, a), C(1, o, a”). 
A is equal to the direct sum of five local algebras Ak: 
A=Ai@Az@A&A&A5. 
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We have: 
A, = Ae,, with e, = (X:+X;+ l)(Xf:+Xz+ l), 
B1= UZI, Z2,Z,l/(Z:, Zk Z3, 
A2 = Ae,, with e2 = (X;+ X2+ l)(Xf:+ X:), ‘associated’ with C(l, 1, cu), 
B2 = ff,[Z,, Z2,Z,l/(-G, z a. 
Note that Fq, = F4 is isomorphic to F2[X3]/(Xg+X3+ 1). So the isomorphism 
(p2: B,+A, is defined by 
ff -+ Xge,; Zr-+(X,- l)e,; Z,+(X,- l)ez; Z,-+(Xg+X,+ l)e,. 
A3=Ae,, with e3= (X:+X:+ 1)(X:+X$, 
6 = F,[Zr, Zz, Z&Z:, Z,‘, Z:), 
A4 = Ae,, with e4= (X4+ 1)(X:+ 1)(X:+X;+ l), 
B, = F,[Z,, Z,, Z&Z:, Zk Z:), 
A5 = Ae,, with e5 = (X$+ l)(Xf+ 1)(X:+X$, 
B5 = FJZI, Zz, -GM.%, Z:, Z:,. 
Some notations and definitions 
(x, y) is the canonical scalar product of elements x and y in A. 
II is the orthogonal of I, defined by 
I~={xEA ((x,y)=O, for every YEI}. 
An ideal I of A is said to be a self-dual code of A when we have I= Il. Then 
dim I=$dimA. 
Ann I is the annihilator of I, defined by 
AnnI={xEAIx*y=O, for every YEI}. 
Let I, be a subset in Ak. Ann, I, is defined by 
Annk Ik = Ann I, II A,. 
Now, let T defined by the set of substitutions Xi +X:‘t-’ (1s i G n). We have a 
lemma. 
Lemma 4. r is an involutive automorphism of A such that we have 
A = A,@T(AJ@. . .~A,,-,~T(A,,-,)~A,*+~~.. .@A,. 
Components A,, . . . , A,, are pair-wise permuted by 7, while A21+1, _ . . , A, are 
left invariant by T. 
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Lemma 5. Let: I (resp. I,) an ideal in A( resp. Ak). We have 
(a) r(Ann I) = II 
(b) Dim Ik + dim Annk Ik = dim Ak 
(c) In the algebra Ak: Annk g, = (gk) if and only if gk belongs to Mk \ Mz. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are direct. For (c) see the proof in [7]. 0 
We are now able to give our characterization of self-dual nilpotent principal 
codes in A. 
Let g=g,+. * . + g, an element in A. 
Proposition 1. The ideal (g) is a self-dual nilpotent principal code in A if and only 
if 
(1) gk belongs to Mk \ M: (1 G k c N), 
(2) (a) !hk = T(g2k-l) (1~ k G t), 
(b) g,T(g,) = 0 (2t+l<k<N). 
Proof. (+) g, is in Mk because (g) is nilpotent (Lemma 3), (1 G k sN). 
By Lemma S(b) we have dim(g,) si dim A,. Hence, because of the dimension of 
(g), we have dim(g,) = $ dim Ak (1 G k SN). By Lemma 5(c) this implies that gk 
belongs to Mk \ Mz. Point 1 is proved. 
On the other hand, we have (g) = (g)l= r(Ann g) (Lemma 5(a)). So: gr(g) = 0. 
Then, following the direct decomposition of A, we have g,r(g,) = 0 
(2t + 1 =G k SN) (This proves point 2(b) and gZk-_lr(gZk) = 0 (1 Sk St)). Hence; 
r(gZk) = Annzkpl g,,_, = (g,,_,), which implies that we can choose as generator of 
(gZk) the element r(gZk-_l). This proves 2(a). 
(G) Reciprocally, let g = g, t. . * + gN an element in A such that 
g,,T(g,,)=O (2t+lsksN), g,,=r(g2&r) (lskst) 
and 
gkEMk\M; (l<ksN). 
Clearly, g2 = 0, and dim(g) = $ dim A. On the other hand 
gT(g) = g:+ (T(&))*+ ’ . . = 0. 
Hence, by Lemma 5(a); (g) c (g)‘. 
This proves that (g) is self-dual. 0 
Constructions of generators 
Elements gk belonging to Mk\Mz are constructed by means of the elements 
qL1(gk) which are in the subset Nk \ N: of Bk. 
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Indeed, the calculations in algebra Bk are easier. We can denote (p;‘(gk) by 
where the linear term is non-zero. 
For k such that 2t + 1 s k s N, the elements qkl(gk) can be found by Rigoni’s 
algorithm [9]. 
Recall that each idempotent ek is in one to one mapping with some class 
C(t.~r, . . . , p,) where particularly we will suppose that ~_cr is a root of an 
irreductible polynomial Pk. 
Theorem 1. All principal nilpotent self-dual codes are isomorphic to the code (P) 
defined by P = PIeI +. . * + P+zN, where Pk is the minimal polynomial of F~, which 
depends on ek (l<kcN). 
Proof. First, let (g) be a nilpotent self-dual principal code in A. We have 
(g) = (8,) +. * * + (gN). Each (gk) is, in A,, a maximal principal ideal. So, [ 81, (gk) is 
isomorphic to (Z,) in Bk (1 G k G N). We have now only to show that (P;‘(P~) is in 
Nk \N’$. Clearly, by Lemma 2, q;‘(Pk) = Z, E Nk \N:. 0 
Example 2. A (72,36) self-dual nilpotent principal code with all weights divisible 
by four in A = FJX,, X,, X&(X:- 1, X2- 1, X2- 1). (Cf. Example 1.) 
We have to construct elements h, in B, (1 s k s 5) such that 
hkEMk\Mt and hk+k(hk)=O 
(tk is the conjugate of automorphism r by (P,J. 
- In B,, we can choose hI=Z,+Z2Z3, then gl=~l(h,)=[(X,-l)+(X,-l)]e,. 
The weight of g, is 36. 
- In B2, we can choose h, = Z,+ Z,+ Z,Z,Z,, then g, = q2(h2) = 
[(x1- 1)+(X,- 1)+X2(X1- 1)(X,- 1)(X:+X,+ l)]e*. The weight of g, is 36. 
- We will choose g, = g,(X,, X,, XJ. Indeed, the set of substitutions X,+X1, 
X2+X3, X,-+X, is an automorphism of A which permutes the two algebras A2 
and A,. 
- In B,, we can choose h, = a2Z, + Z,+ Z3, then g, = qo,(h,) = [Xz(X, - 1) + 
(Xz+ X, + 1) + (Xi+ X3+ l)]e,. The weight of g, is 24. 
- In B5, we can choose h,=Z,+cxZ,+cx2Z3, then g, = Mr5) = 
[(X, - 1) + X:(X:+ X2+ 1) + Xz(X,+ X, + l)]e,. The weight of g, is equal to 24. 
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(We write ijk instead of X,X$,X$.) The weight of g is equal to 32. So (g) is a (72, 
36) principal nilpotent self-dual code with all weights divisible by 4. 
3. 
In this part, we construct automorphisms of the principal nilpotent self-dual 
codes. 
Let A,, . . . , AT, the isotypic components of A. Recall that Ak is the direct sum 
of the tk algebras Aj which are ismorphic. We can write A = A i@. . * @AT. 
Lemma 6. (a) The automorphism group of A is isomorphic to a Cartesian product of 
wreath products of aut Ak with the symmetric group S, 
Aut A = fi (Aut Ak - S,). 
k=l 
(b) Let (g) a principal nilpotent self-dual code in A. Then 
Autk) = fj tAut(gd - St,). 
k=l 
(a) is a classical result which comes from direct decomposition of A. For (b), we 
recall [8] that Aut Ak is a transitive group on && \ M;f: If Ai is isomorphic to Aj, 
then (gi) is isomorphic to (gj). 
In view to construct Aut Ak, we come back again into algebra Bk. Any 
endomorphism of Bk may be represented by a set of substitutions Zi+ 
htzl, . . . 3 Z,) (lCi=Gn). 
We can write c = Vi + Ri, where Vi = Cr=i VijZj (Vii E F,,) and Ri belongs to NC, 
(16 i S n). 
Lemma 7. The set of substitutions in B,, Zi + ti (1 s i G n) induces an automorph- 
ism 0; if and only if the product tit, - . * t, is different from zero. 
Proof. Lemma 3. q 
Let f be an element in the [F,-automorphism group of IF,.. We can extend f to 
B, by 
f(C u(ijzi, ’ . . z;> = c f(tqijZ? . * . zI,-). 
Proposition 2. (a) The following set of substitutions in &, Zi + 4 = 1 VijZi + Ri 
(VI,.&,,, Ri E Nz) (1 G i S n) represents an element 0; of Auka, B, if and only if the 
determinant of the matrix (Vij) (1 s i s n) is non zero. 
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(b) Every element 9; of Aut, Bk can be written as e;= fool,, where f is any 
ff,-automorphism of [F,, extended to Bk. 
Proof. (a) Let ti = Vi+& (Ri in N;S, Vi in &\Nz). When developing the 
product (V, + RI) . . * (V,, + R,), every term (except V,V, * * * V,,) belongs to 
Nt+l and so, is null. Then we have tltZ. - * t,, = V,V, * . . V,. 
(+) Suppose 0; is an automorphism of Bk. If VI, V,, . . . , V,, are not indepen- 
dent, we can write (say) V, = Cjn=:! uiVi (L+ E F,,). Then, since Vz= 0, we have 
(C ujv>v*. ’ * V,, = 0, a contradiction with Lemma 7. 
(0 Reciprocally, suppose VI, V,, . . . , V,, be independent and V,, = 1. Using 
Gauss’s algorithm, we can determine scalars Uij in [F,, such that the vectors V[ 
defined by 
v; = vi, 
vi= v*+ uzivi, 
v:, = v, + u,,,_lvn-l + * . . + U,,lV1, 
are also independent and represent the rows of the matrix 
[i ‘i; t;::: T] 
That is: 
v; = z, + v,,z, + * . . + VlnZn, 
v;=oz,+z,+- . -+ V&Z,, 
(1) 
v;=oz,+* . *+z,. (2) 
With system (l), we verify that V;V$ . . . V,!,= V,V, . * * V,,. With system (2), we 
have ViV;*** VL=ZIZ,*** Z,, + U. By construction, the term ZIZz * * . Z,, is 
unique and non zero. So, tit2 * . . t,, = Z,Z, . . * Z,, + U is different from zero, 
hence (Lemma 7), 0; is an automorphism of Bk. 
(b) Every 0: such that 0:= foe;, is obviously an IF,-automorphism of Bk. 
One concludes by comparison of lAutq B, 1 and jAutFq, B,I. 0 
Corollary 1. We can construct all automorphisms 0; which leave invariant (Z,), by 
the set of substitutions 
z, -+ az, + RIZl (a E [F$, RI E Nk), 
Zi 4 :i VijZj + Ri (2 < i C n) (Ri E Nz), 
if and only if the determinant of (Vii) (2 s i, j s n) is different from zero. 
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Remark. Proposition 2(a) is given by Charpin [ 31 for p 2 2, in the particular case 
where li is equal to 1 (l~i~n). 




Aut(g) = fi (AUt(gk) - Aut(g,) X. . . x Aut(gN). 
Each automorphism 8 of Aut A (resp Aut(g)) can be represented by a set of 
substitutions Xi +R, = cz=I &(Xie,), where Ok is any automorphism of Ak (resp. 
(gk)h 
Let & an automorphism of B, such that 
Z,+c~;‘(gk)> Zi+Ri (2Si~n). 
Corollary 2. We can construct all if,-automorphisms 6: of B, which leave in- 
variant &(zl) by t$ = fo(t,!&O;+CI;l), w h ere 0; is completely described by Corollary 
We can sum up our results in the following theorem. Let: (g) a self-dual principal 
nilpotent code. 
Theorem 2. For each element of Aut(g), represented by the set of substitutions 
Xi +I:=, &(Xi)ek (1 G i S n), we can construct the 8,‘s as conjugates of the 0;‘s by 
the isomorphisms qk’s (Corollary 2), and the ek’s by A. Poli’s algorithm. 
Example 3. An exp!icit element of Aut(g) for the code (g) described in Example 
L. 
Choose identity for &, OS, O4 and for the f’s. 
For 0,: first choose 
and 
e;: z, -9 z, + z,zx, 22 + zz, z, + 23 
I&: z1 + lJ?T’(g,) = z, + z223,z* + z2, z, -+ z,. 
Then, Ol; = $le;+;’ is defined by the set of substitutions 
z,~z~+z~z~,z~‘z*,z~‘z3 
and 0, = (pltIl;(pT1 is defined by 
X,e, + (X,X,+X,+ l)e,, X,e, + X,e,, X,e, + X,e,. 
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For 8,: first choose 
and 
$4: z1 -+ cp,‘(g,) = (u*z, + z* + z3,z* + z2, z, --+ z,. 
Then, O:= +40;+,41 is defined by the set of substitutions 
z, -+ z, + aZ,Z, + (Y *z2z3, 22 -+ z*, 23 -+ z, 
and 19.+= (p48~rp,’ is defined by 
X,e,+[1+(X,+1)+X~(X,+1)(X~+X2+1)+X~(X~+X2+1) 
x (Xz+ X3 + l)]e,, X,e, + X2e4, X,e, -+ X,e,. 
So, an algebra automorphism of the code (g) is defined by the set of substitu- 
tions 
X, -+ X, + (X,X, + X3 + X,)e, 
+ [X2(X, + l)(Xi: + x*+ 1) + x;<x; + x* + 1) 
xW~+&+l)le4,&+X2, x,-+x,. 
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